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Modern web systems are becoming more and more adaptive and they are modifying 
their behaviour to suit different users’ needs. Recommender systems are an important 
part of such adaptive Web systems. They are of benefit to both users (e.g. see more 
items in which they are interested in without navigating through vast amount of items 
available) and system owners (e.g. sell more items). In technology enhanced learning 
(TEL) environment, it is important to aid users while learning. Several of the user tasks 
supported by current recommender systems are well explored (e.g. find good items, 
recommend sequence), but some can be supported better (e.g. find good pathways) [3]. 

In our research, we are exploring the use of implicit and explicit feedback in 
recommendation. Previously, we employed gaze position (tracked in common settings 
of home users) and other interest indicators in fragment recommendation on the web. 
Currently, we are exploring implications of parallel browsing. In current web browsers 
users can open multiple new windows and tabs and switch between them at any time.  

Such behaviour is often invisible to web usage mining [4], as only page loads are 
tracked server-side. However, if we can capture these data from common users, we can 
track revisitations, paths through resources, etc. more accurately. Tabbing behaviour is 
easily observable via client-side browser extensions or plugins, since they have access 
to browser information and they have been used in several studies using limited user 
groups, e.g. [1]. However, if we want to obtain user model from a broader group of 
users, we would have to maintain multiple extensions for multiple current browsers 
and persuade users to use them. In order to unobtrusively collect information from all 
users, we are restricted to client-side scripting, where the embedded scripts are 
restricted to actions in one page and cannot observe tabbing directly. Such actions have 
been previously used to observe parallel browsing only in a limited way – action of 
branching has been reconstructed from ordering of clicks on search engine results [2]. 

We proposed a model for parallel browsing behaviour, in which we cover large 
part of a tab life-cycle – page visit (including type-in, branching and linear browsing), 
page leave and switches between tabs. We reconstruct user’s behaviour from page 
loads (PL; including referrers), focusing and defocusing of the page and page unloads 
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(PU). Using these events, we detect actions shown in Figure 1 – O1: opening a new 
page in existing empty tab, O2: opening a new page in existing tab replacing another 
page, FL: following a link linearly, FB: following a link with branching, Cp: closing a 
page. We track which tab is active at any given time using focus and defocus events. 

 

Figure 1. Sample parallel browsing session with two tabs. 

By observing tabbed browsing of a user group larger than in limited studies, we know 
which resources are being browsed in parallel and more specifically, how users 
“travel” between them. For example, when users in learning system frequently branch 
from an exercise to a set of explanations and switch between them and the exercise, 
such explanations are helpful for that exercise and can be recommended to other users 
trying to solve it. There are also negative indicators, e.g. fast switching through the 
tabs. Suppose that the user opens a tab with our web application “in background” 
without visiting it. Later, when he is switching through tabs looking for one particular 
tab, he may activate tab with our web application for brief moments of time and even 
use mouse or keyboard on it, but it is not a visit, interest, nor time spent on the page. 
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